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Report to the BoG
Status report

▶ Past videos on YouTube
  ▶ Network Coding: 10,040 views
  ▶ Space Time Codes: 10,989 views

▶ Two new videos nearly completed
  ▶ **LDPC code video:** video with temp graphics available
    ▶ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gt65f3jKb5A
    ▶ Thanks to Rudiger Urbanke, Paul Siegel for participating
    ▶ Received significant input from Bob Gallager, who Kindly agreed to say a few words at the end.

▶ **Lempel-Ziv:** animation process started
  ▶ Abraham Lempel agreed to help, already provided feedback
  ▶ Hope to have him say a few words at the end of video
Looking forward

- Two new videos to be produced
- We will set up a web page with a few topics (~4) for community to vote on
  - Topics selected by committee internally
  - Goal is to engage the community in process, encourage participation, etc.